Supervised scoring models with docked ligand conformations for structure-based virtual screening.
Protein-ligand docking programs have been used to efficiently discover novel ligands for target proteins from large-scale compound databases. However, better scoring methods are needed. Generally, scoring functions are optimized by means of various techniques that affect their fitness for reproducing X-ray structures and protein-ligand binding affinities. However, these scoring functions do not always work well for all target proteins. A scoring function should be optimized for a target protein to enhance enrichment for structure-based virtual screening. To address this problem, we propose the supervised scoring model (SSM), which takes into account the protein-ligand binding process using docked ligand conformations with supervised learning for optimizing scoring functions against a target protein. SSM employs a rough linear correlation between binding free energy and the root mean square deviation of a native ligand for predicting binding energy. We applied SSM to the FlexX scoring function, that is, F-Score, with five different target proteins: thymidine kinase (TK), estrogen receptor (ER), acetylcholine esterase (AChE), phosphodiesterase 5 (PDE5), and peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor gamma (PPARgamma). For these five proteins, SSM always enhanced enrichment better than F-Score, exhibiting superior performance that was particularly remarkable for TK, AChE, and PPARgamma. We also demonstrated that SSM is especially good at enhancing enrichments of the top ranks of screened compounds, which is useful in practical drug screening.